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managing a consumer lending business 2nd edition summarizes the lore and knowledge of the
business in the early 21st century it covers many subjects a good manager should know the
importance of how to attract enough good accounts to offset the inevitable bad accounts that
every lender will get controlling line sizes encouraging use by good customers controlling the
use by bad customers managing profitability with predictability if he or she is to effectively
run a high volume consumer business the second edition covers some of the problems the financial
services industry experienced in the early 2000s and some of the resulting regulations
implemented the updated mis demonstrates and compares this later period to earlier results for
the industry at the beginning of the 20th century consumer credit in the united states was
perceived as unfair and exploitative social reformers fought to limit the economic and social
impact of small lenders they decried as loan sharks reputable businesses steered clear of sales
credit because of the questionable consumers that it would attract by the 1970s however credit in
america had been reimagined as a legitimate tool of household finance that was understood to have
broad social and economic benefits this transformation in the moral economy of credit accompanied
a revolution in lending technologies and the regulatory treatment of consumer credit ultimately
these changes allowed american households to amass unprecedented debt debt that eventually
precipitated the worst financial crisis of postwar america to understand the origins of that
crisis we need to understand not just the shifting habits of consumers but also what happened to
lenders as the public moved from opposing credit to embracing it this book traces how that
transformation occurred nearly all accounts of the origins of american consumer credit have
focused exclusively on the u s experience single country case studies have their virtues but they
do not allow the observer easily to differentiate what is unusual about the u s case from what is
common even to countries with very different credit practices this volume brings together
historians economists political scientists and anthropologists to present a global perspective on
the new forms of lending and borrowing that have become a key feature of twentieth century mass
consumer societies emphasizing comparative and transnational historical perspectives presents an
overview of the importance of conducting different forms of market research to uncover problems
in the lending and mortgage markets and how these problems affect the consumers ability to make
optimal credit decisions this book also outlines the market research methodologies used to
measure the consumer experience this book is distinctive among current studies on this topic the
chinese economy has entered a period of transformation which has brought changes to the finance
market and consumer habits for a long time topics such as monetary policy reform financial risks
and so forth have been the focus but there have been few studies of those aspects of the consumer
finance market that are directly related to private consumption studies on this topic to which
this book contributes are necessary for understanding the current economic situation in china
this is a full scale comparative study of consumer finance in china japan and south korea and
will draw lessons for china in this area from the experience of the other two countries in
current business finance sourcing and outsourcing strategies lenders play a major position in
cash capital back up proprietary business plan from low doc to paperless documentary in loans
formations this book outlines the procedures of impressing the smart lender how to when to close
a business loan terms and conditions are illustrated from a to z in business financial commence 1
1 the book lists all participating lending institutions in all regions of the united states of
america the use of credit scoring the quantitative and statistical techniques to assess the
credit risks involved in lending to consumers has been one of the most successful if unsung
applications of mathematics in business for the last fifty years now with lenders changing their
objectives from minimising defaults to maximising profits the saturation of the consumer credit
market allowing borrowers to be more discriminating in their choice of which loans mortgages and
credit cards to use and the basel accord banking regulations raising the profile of credit
scoring within banks there are a number of challenges that require new models that use credit
scores as inputs and extensions of the ideas in credit scoring this book reviews the current
methodology and measures used in credit scoring and then looks at the models that can be used to
address these new challenges the first chapter describes what a credit score is and how a
scorecard is built which gives credit scores and models how the score is used in the lending
decision the second chapter describes the different ways the quality of a scorecard can be
measured and points out how some of these measure the discrimination of the score some the
probability prediction of the score and some the categorical predictions that are made using the
score the remaining three chapters address how to use risk and response scoring to model the new
problems in consumer lending chapter three looks at models that assist in deciding how to vary
the loan terms made to different potential borrowers depending on their individual
characteristics risk based pricing is the most common approach being introduced chapter four
describes how one can use markov chains and survival analysis to model the dynamics of a borrower
s repayment and ordering behaviour these models allow one to make decisions that maximise the
profitability of the borrower to the lender and can be considered as part of a customer
relationship management strategy the last chapter looks at how the new banking regulations in the
basel accord apply to consumer lending it develops models that show how they will change the
operating decisions used in consumer lending and how their need for stress testing requires the
development of new models to assess the credit risk of portfolios of consumer loans rather than a
models of the credit risks of individual loans there is a positive relationship between the use
of credit scoring for small business sb loans and sb credit availability this report employs data
from a new survey on the use of credit scoring in sb lending primarily by community banks the
survey evidence suggests that the use of credit scores in sb lending by community banks is
surprisingly widespread moreover the scores employed tend to be the consumer credit scores of the
sb owners rather than the more encompassing sb credit scores that include data on the firms as
well as on the owners this empirical analysis suggests that credit scoring is associated with
increased sb lending after a learning period with no material change in the quality of the loan
portfolio charts ad tables this text addresses the challenges that result from change and growth
within the financial services and credit industry it features a comprehensive case study and
discusses issues related to technology the internet and on line credit as both the twenty first
century and the new millennium opened and the old eras passed into history individuals and
organizations throughout the world advanced their listings of the most significant people and
events in their respective specialties possibly more important the tum of the clock and calendar
also offered these same observers a good reason to glance into the crystal ball presumably the
past is of greatest interest to most people when it permits better understanding of the present
and maybe even limited insight into the outlook in keeping with the reflective mood of the time
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the staff and friends of the credit research center crc at georgetown university s mcdonough
school of business noted that the beginning of the new millennium also marked the beginning of
the second quarter century of the center s existence the center began at the krannert graduate
school of management at purdue university in 1974 and moved to the mcdonough school of business
at georgetown university in 1997 the silver anniversary of its founding offered the occasion for
creating more than another listing of significant past accomplishments and milestones rather it
offered the opportunity and indeed a mandate for crc as an academic research center to undertake
a retrospective and future look into the status of research questions pertaining to consumer
credit markets for this reason the center organized a research conference which was held in
washington d c presents a case study of rate ceilings and loan limits in new york state to study
how the rate and loan size regulations in the consumer finance industry evolved and the effects
on the character and volume of the lending services this incisive book gives a comprehensive
overview of the regulation of consumer credit in both the us and the uk it covers policy
procedure and the dynamics of the consumer credit relationship to advocate for a balanced
approach in achieving more effective consumer protection a brookings institution press and
harvard university joint center for housing studies publication the recent collapse of the
mortgage market revealed fractures in the credit market that have deep roots in the system s
structure conduct and regulation the time has come for a clear eyed assessment of what happened
and how the system should be strengthened and restructured such reform will have a profound and
lasting impact on the capacity of americans to use credit to build assets and finance consumption
moving forward explores what caused the crisis and more important focuses on the path ahead the
challenge remains the same as ever protect consumers ensure fairness and guarantee soundness of
the financial system without stifling innovation and overly restricting access to credit and
consumer choice nicolas retsinas eric belsky and their colleagues aim to stimulate debate based
on analysis of the opportunities and challenges presented by the various components of global
capital markets financial engineering risk assessment and management specialization of financial
intermediation and marketing methods the contributors leaders in business government academia and
the nonprofit sector discuss new research and ideas about the future of credit markets including
how improvements might be shaped by industry leaders contributors john y campbell harvard
university marsha j courchane charles river associates ren essene federal reserve board allen
fishbein federal reserve board howell e jackson harvard law school melissa koide center for
financial services innovation michael lea san diego state university eugene ludwig promontory
financial group brigitte c madrian harvard kennedy school nela richardson joint center for
housing studies of harvard university rachel schneider center for financial services innovation
peter tufano harvard business school peter m zorn freddie mac with 2000 pages of guidance this
important new textbook provides an extensive and in depth guide to the current labyrinthine
regulatory regime relating to consumer and sme credit by way of cash loans and protection
generally including the consumer protection code the consumer credit act housing loans and non
housing loans the eu consumer credit regulations the eu mortgage credit regulations and the
central bank housing loan regulations other lending related conduct of business requirements are
also covered in detail including the code of conduct on mortgage arrears the lending to sme
regulations the code on related parties lending and the credit reporting act together with
applicable eba ecb guidelines dealing with loan origination product oversight and governance non
performing exposures loans and arrears the regulated activities triggering authorisation as a
retail credit firm or credit servicing firm are also addressed in detail the book additionally
extends beyond lending to have application to the wider business of regulated firms in the
financial services arena dealing in detail with issues including the general principles and
requirements of the consumer protection code the fitness and probity regime including the area of
minimum competency distance marketing requirements and other background to the regulatory regime
in ireland including the increased regulatory focus on the culture of regulated firms and product
oversight and governance the available redress recourse mechanisms are also covered including the
financial services and pensions ombudsman the credit review office the regulatory and other
consequences of breach of applicable requirements and the significant risk management area for
regulated firms of their customers statutory right to redress on breach of financial services
legislation in addition the book has relevance to professionals dealing with consumers in any
contractual context including extensive treatment of how the concept of consumer has developed
under common law the unfair commercial practices regime and the increasingly topical area of
unfair contract terms legislation relevant case law of the irish courts and other common law
jurisdictions together with an expanding corpus of decisions from the cjeu are addressed in
detail this book s practical style is designed to assist bankers other regulated firms lawyers
compliance professionals and regulators in the application of a complex area rather than simply
setting out the separate requirements the book seeks to navigate the at times contradictory
legislative and regulatory strands to give in so far as is possible a coherent sense of how they
integrate much of the content is unique and cannot be found in any other publication an essential
addition to the library of every lender practitioner and compliance and regulatory risk
professional particularly in the areas of consumer and sme credit this book provides a
comprehensive cross disciplinary and practical introduction to consumer credit praise for fair
lending complianceintelligence and implications for credit risk management brilliant and
informative an in depth look at innovative approaches to credit risk management written by
industry practitioners this publication will serve as an essential reference text for those who
wish to make credit accessible to underserved consumers it is comprehensive and clearly written
the honorable rodney e hood abrahams and zhang s timely treatise is a must read for all those
interested in the critical role of credit in the economy they ably explore the intersection of
credit access and credit risk suggesting a hybrid approach of human judgment and computer models
as the necessary path to balanced and fair lending in an environment of rapidly changing consumer
demographics as well as regulatory reform initiatives this book suggests new analytical models by
which to provide credit to ensure compliance and to manage enterprise risk frank a hirsch jr
nelson mullins riley scarborough llp financial services attorney and former general counsel for
centura banks inc this book tackles head on the market failures that our current risk management
systems need to address not only do abrahams and zhang adeptly articulate why we can and should
improve our systems they provide the analytic evidence and the steps toward implementations fair
lending compliance fills a much needed gap in the field if implemented systematically this
thought leadership will lead to improvements in fair lending practices for all americans alyssa
stewart lee deputy director urban markets initiative the brookings institution fair lending
compliance provides a unique blend of qualitative and quantitative guidance to two kinds of
financial institutions those that just need a little help in staying on the right side of complex
fair housing regulations and those that aspire to industry leadership in profitably and
responsibly serving the unmet credit needs of diverse businesses and consumers in america s
emerging domestic markets michael a stegman phd the john d and catherine t macarthur foundation
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duncan macrae 09 and rebecca kyle macrae professor of public policy emeritus university of north
carolina at chapel hill this handbook surveys the social aspects of consumer behavior offering
latest data and original research on current consumer needs as well as identifying emerging areas
of research this accessible volume which can be read without advanced training in the field
starts with current concepts of risk tolerance consumer socialization and financial well being
and moves on to salient data on specific settings and populations such as high school students
and the older consumer consumer credit is an integral part of many western societies this book
provides a comprehensive view of how credit granting institutions operate and discusses the
relationship between the strategic objectives set by senior management and the operational
strategies employed by credit professionals working at the coal face of credit provision this
text introduces students who are new to us consumer lending principles and practice to the
lending process its importance to the bank and to consumers and the environment in which it
functions it takes a practical approach and presents a conceptual overview of the fundamentals of
lending along with contemporary issues such as technology regulation and attitudes it also
details developments important to an understanding of consumer lending today



Managing a Consumer Lending Business 2012-03-16 managing a consumer lending business 2nd edition
summarizes the lore and knowledge of the business in the early 21st century it covers many
subjects a good manager should know the importance of how to attract enough good accounts to
offset the inevitable bad accounts that every lender will get controlling line sizes encouraging
use by good customers controlling the use by bad customers managing profitability with
predictability if he or she is to effectively run a high volume consumer business the second
edition covers some of the problems the financial services industry experienced in the early
2000s and some of the resulting regulations implemented the updated mis demonstrates and compares
this later period to earlier results for the industry
Managing a Consumer Lending Business 2013-03-08 at the beginning of the 20th century consumer
credit in the united states was perceived as unfair and exploitative social reformers fought to
limit the economic and social impact of small lenders they decried as loan sharks reputable
businesses steered clear of sales credit because of the questionable consumers that it would
attract by the 1970s however credit in america had been reimagined as a legitimate tool of
household finance that was understood to have broad social and economic benefits this
transformation in the moral economy of credit accompanied a revolution in lending technologies
and the regulatory treatment of consumer credit ultimately these changes allowed american
households to amass unprecedented debt debt that eventually precipitated the worst financial
crisis of postwar america to understand the origins of that crisis we need to understand not just
the shifting habits of consumers but also what happened to lenders as the public moved from
opposing credit to embracing it this book traces how that transformation occurred nearly all
accounts of the origins of american consumer credit have focused exclusively on the u s
experience single country case studies have their virtues but they do not allow the observer
easily to differentiate what is unusual about the u s case from what is common even to countries
with very different credit practices
Handbook of Consumer Lending 1992 this volume brings together historians economists political
scientists and anthropologists to present a global perspective on the new forms of lending and
borrowing that have become a key feature of twentieth century mass consumer societies emphasizing
comparative and transnational historical perspectives
The Consumer Finance Industry 1962 presents an overview of the importance of conducting different
forms of market research to uncover problems in the lending and mortgage markets and how these
problems affect the consumers ability to make optimal credit decisions this book also outlines
the market research methodologies used to measure the consumer experience
Consumer Lending 1992 this book is distinctive among current studies on this topic the chinese
economy has entered a period of transformation which has brought changes to the finance market
and consumer habits for a long time topics such as monetary policy reform financial risks and so
forth have been the focus but there have been few studies of those aspects of the consumer
finance market that are directly related to private consumption studies on this topic to which
this book contributes are necessary for understanding the current economic situation in china
this is a full scale comparative study of consumer finance in china japan and south korea and
will draw lessons for china in this area from the experience of the other two countries
Consumer Lending in France and America 2014-08-11 in current business finance sourcing and
outsourcing strategies lenders play a major position in cash capital back up proprietary business
plan from low doc to paperless documentary in loans formations this book outlines the procedures
of impressing the smart lender how to when to close a business loan terms and conditions are
illustrated from a to z in business financial commence 1 1 the book lists all participating
lending institutions in all regions of the united states of america
The Development of Consumer Credit in Global Perspective 2012-07-16 the use of credit scoring the
quantitative and statistical techniques to assess the credit risks involved in lending to
consumers has been one of the most successful if unsung applications of mathematics in business
for the last fifty years now with lenders changing their objectives from minimising defaults to
maximising profits the saturation of the consumer credit market allowing borrowers to be more
discriminating in their choice of which loans mortgages and credit cards to use and the basel
accord banking regulations raising the profile of credit scoring within banks there are a number
of challenges that require new models that use credit scores as inputs and extensions of the
ideas in credit scoring this book reviews the current methodology and measures used in credit
scoring and then looks at the models that can be used to address these new challenges the first
chapter describes what a credit score is and how a scorecard is built which gives credit scores
and models how the score is used in the lending decision the second chapter describes the
different ways the quality of a scorecard can be measured and points out how some of these
measure the discrimination of the score some the probability prediction of the score and some the
categorical predictions that are made using the score the remaining three chapters address how to
use risk and response scoring to model the new problems in consumer lending chapter three looks
at models that assist in deciding how to vary the loan terms made to different potential
borrowers depending on their individual characteristics risk based pricing is the most common
approach being introduced chapter four describes how one can use markov chains and survival
analysis to model the dynamics of a borrower s repayment and ordering behaviour these models
allow one to make decisions that maximise the profitability of the borrower to the lender and can
be considered as part of a customer relationship management strategy the last chapter looks at
how the new banking regulations in the basel accord apply to consumer lending it develops models
that show how they will change the operating decisions used in consumer lending and how their
need for stress testing requires the development of new models to assess the credit risk of
portfolios of consumer loans rather than a models of the credit risks of individual loans
Protecting Main Street 2010-09-13 there is a positive relationship between the use of credit
scoring for small business sb loans and sb credit availability this report employs data from a
new survey on the use of credit scoring in sb lending primarily by community banks the survey
evidence suggests that the use of credit scores in sb lending by community banks is surprisingly
widespread moreover the scores employed tend to be the consumer credit scores of the sb owners
rather than the more encompassing sb credit scores that include data on the firms as well as on
the owners this empirical analysis suggests that credit scoring is associated with increased sb
lending after a learning period with no material change in the quality of the loan portfolio
charts ad tables
Consumer Credit in the United States 1972 this text addresses the challenges that result from
change and growth within the financial services and credit industry it features a comprehensive
case study and discusses issues related to technology the internet and on line credit
The Consumer Finance Industry 1967 as both the twenty first century and the new millennium opened
and the old eras passed into history individuals and organizations throughout the world advanced
their listings of the most significant people and events in their respective specialties possibly
more important the tum of the clock and calendar also offered these same observers a good reason



to glance into the crystal ball presumably the past is of greatest interest to most people when
it permits better understanding of the present and maybe even limited insight into the outlook in
keeping with the reflective mood of the time the staff and friends of the credit research center
crc at georgetown university s mcdonough school of business noted that the beginning of the new
millennium also marked the beginning of the second quarter century of the center s existence the
center began at the krannert graduate school of management at purdue university in 1974 and moved
to the mcdonough school of business at georgetown university in 1997 the silver anniversary of
its founding offered the occasion for creating more than another listing of significant past
accomplishments and milestones rather it offered the opportunity and indeed a mandate for crc as
an academic research center to undertake a retrospective and future look into the status of
research questions pertaining to consumer credit markets for this reason the center organized a
research conference which was held in washington d c
Development of Consumer Finance in East Asia 2017-03-13 presents a case study of rate ceilings
and loan limits in new york state to study how the rate and loan size regulations in the consumer
finance industry evolved and the effects on the character and volume of the lending services
Consumer Finance 1970 this incisive book gives a comprehensive overview of the regulation of
consumer credit in both the us and the uk it covers policy procedure and the dynamics of the
consumer credit relationship to advocate for a balanced approach in achieving more effective
consumer protection
Business and Consumer Financial Answers 2006-03 a brookings institution press and harvard
university joint center for housing studies publication the recent collapse of the mortgage
market revealed fractures in the credit market that have deep roots in the system s structure
conduct and regulation the time has come for a clear eyed assessment of what happened and how the
system should be strengthened and restructured such reform will have a profound and lasting
impact on the capacity of americans to use credit to build assets and finance consumption moving
forward explores what caused the crisis and more important focuses on the path ahead the
challenge remains the same as ever protect consumers ensure fairness and guarantee soundness of
the financial system without stifling innovation and overly restricting access to credit and
consumer choice nicolas retsinas eric belsky and their colleagues aim to stimulate debate based
on analysis of the opportunities and challenges presented by the various components of global
capital markets financial engineering risk assessment and management specialization of financial
intermediation and marketing methods the contributors leaders in business government academia and
the nonprofit sector discuss new research and ideas about the future of credit markets including
how improvements might be shaped by industry leaders contributors john y campbell harvard
university marsha j courchane charles river associates ren essene federal reserve board allen
fishbein federal reserve board howell e jackson harvard law school melissa koide center for
financial services innovation michael lea san diego state university eugene ludwig promontory
financial group brigitte c madrian harvard kennedy school nela richardson joint center for
housing studies of harvard university rachel schneider center for financial services innovation
peter tufano harvard business school peter m zorn freddie mac
Consumer Lending 1997 with 2000 pages of guidance this important new textbook provides an
extensive and in depth guide to the current labyrinthine regulatory regime relating to consumer
and sme credit by way of cash loans and protection generally including the consumer protection
code the consumer credit act housing loans and non housing loans the eu consumer credit
regulations the eu mortgage credit regulations and the central bank housing loan regulations
other lending related conduct of business requirements are also covered in detail including the
code of conduct on mortgage arrears the lending to sme regulations the code on related parties
lending and the credit reporting act together with applicable eba ecb guidelines dealing with
loan origination product oversight and governance non performing exposures loans and arrears the
regulated activities triggering authorisation as a retail credit firm or credit servicing firm
are also addressed in detail the book additionally extends beyond lending to have application to
the wider business of regulated firms in the financial services arena dealing in detail with
issues including the general principles and requirements of the consumer protection code the
fitness and probity regime including the area of minimum competency distance marketing
requirements and other background to the regulatory regime in ireland including the increased
regulatory focus on the culture of regulated firms and product oversight and governance the
available redress recourse mechanisms are also covered including the financial services and
pensions ombudsman the credit review office the regulatory and other consequences of breach of
applicable requirements and the significant risk management area for regulated firms of their
customers statutory right to redress on breach of financial services legislation in addition the
book has relevance to professionals dealing with consumers in any contractual context including
extensive treatment of how the concept of consumer has developed under common law the unfair
commercial practices regime and the increasingly topical area of unfair contract terms
legislation relevant case law of the irish courts and other common law jurisdictions together
with an expanding corpus of decisions from the cjeu are addressed in detail this book s practical
style is designed to assist bankers other regulated firms lawyers compliance professionals and
regulators in the application of a complex area rather than simply setting out the separate
requirements the book seeks to navigate the at times contradictory legislative and regulatory
strands to give in so far as is possible a coherent sense of how they integrate much of the
content is unique and cannot be found in any other publication an essential addition to the
library of every lender practitioner and compliance and regulatory risk professional particularly
in the areas of consumer and sme credit
Consumer Credit Models 2009-01-29 this book provides a comprehensive cross disciplinary and
practical introduction to consumer credit
Surprising Use of Credit Scoring in Small Business Lending by Community Banks and the Attendant
Effects on Credit Availability and Risk 2010-06 praise for fair lending complianceintelligence
and implications for credit risk management brilliant and informative an in depth look at
innovative approaches to credit risk management written by industry practitioners this
publication will serve as an essential reference text for those who wish to make credit
accessible to underserved consumers it is comprehensive and clearly written the honorable rodney
e hood abrahams and zhang s timely treatise is a must read for all those interested in the
critical role of credit in the economy they ably explore the intersection of credit access and
credit risk suggesting a hybrid approach of human judgment and computer models as the necessary
path to balanced and fair lending in an environment of rapidly changing consumer demographics as
well as regulatory reform initiatives this book suggests new analytical models by which to
provide credit to ensure compliance and to manage enterprise risk frank a hirsch jr nelson
mullins riley scarborough llp financial services attorney and former general counsel for centura
banks inc this book tackles head on the market failures that our current risk management systems
need to address not only do abrahams and zhang adeptly articulate why we can and should improve



our systems they provide the analytic evidence and the steps toward implementations fair lending
compliance fills a much needed gap in the field if implemented systematically this thought
leadership will lead to improvements in fair lending practices for all americans alyssa stewart
lee deputy director urban markets initiative the brookings institution fair lending compliance
provides a unique blend of qualitative and quantitative guidance to two kinds of financial
institutions those that just need a little help in staying on the right side of complex fair
housing regulations and those that aspire to industry leadership in profitably and responsibly
serving the unmet credit needs of diverse businesses and consumers in america s emerging domestic
markets michael a stegman phd the john d and catherine t macarthur foundation duncan macrae 09
and rebecca kyle macrae professor of public policy emeritus university of north carolina at
chapel hill
Report on Underwriting Practices 1996-04 this handbook surveys the social aspects of consumer
behavior offering latest data and original research on current consumer needs as well as
identifying emerging areas of research this accessible volume which can be read without advanced
training in the field starts with current concepts of risk tolerance consumer socialization and
financial well being and moves on to salient data on specific settings and populations such as
high school students and the older consumer
Consumer and Business Credit Management 1998 consumer credit is an integral part of many western
societies this book provides a comprehensive view of how credit granting institutions operate and
discusses the relationship between the strategic objectives set by senior management and the
operational strategies employed by credit professionals working at the coal face of credit
provision
Consumer Instalment Loans 1955 this text introduces students who are new to us consumer lending
principles and practice to the lending process its importance to the bank and to consumers and
the environment in which it functions it takes a practical approach and presents a conceptual
overview of the fundamentals of lending along with contemporary issues such as technology
regulation and attitudes it also details developments important to an understanding of consumer
lending today
The Impact of Public Policy on Consumer Credit 2012-12-06
The Regulation of the Consumer Finance Industry 1971
The Regulation of Consumer Credit 2019
Consumer Lending 1991-01-01
Moving Forward 2011-01-01
Monograph on the Consumer Finance Industry for the Commission on Money and Credit 1960
Consumer and SME Credit Law 2021-12-16
Consumer Lending in Theory and Practice 1993
The Credit Crunch and Regulatory Burdens in Bank Lending 1977
An Economic Report on Consumer Lending in Texas 2009-02-02
Consumer Credit Fundamentals 1978-01-01
Consumer Lending 2008-03-14
Fair Lending Compliance 1968
Selected and Annotated Bibliography of Reference Material in Consumer Finance 2008-01-03
Handbook of Consumer Finance Research 2001-01-01
Consumer Lending 2008-04
The Management of Consumer Credit 1970
Consumer finance 2001
Consumer Lending 1929*
A New Phase of Consumer Credit 1987-01-01
Consumer Lending
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